
Spiritual Leadership Series ~ 
Integration, Reflection And Closure 

 

 

Mushiba: This Reflection is the conclusion of studying Waith’s document,  

Spiritual Leadership, and now, what has been presented, brings us into a mode 

of Integration, Reflection and Closure: 

Waith: “To bring closure to our discussion, we say that you are a leader in 

many different arenas and the leadership you exhibit comes from Self and 

the truth that you hold for Self. 

“Lead with your spirit. Your spirit is evolving ~ that is what your journey is 
about. 

“If you do not begin trusting in Self, then Self is not going to give you a 

reason to trust Self. If you say, ‘I do not trust this layer of Self to give me 

the answer,’ then that layer of Self is not going to give you the answer.  

“Service to Others comes in the form of leadership. 

“Remember that one can be leading and have more spots than sparks ~ be 

leading from a spot rather than a spark. 

“Leading with Spirit means that you are leading with your essence. At any 

point you may be leading with a spot spirit ~ and that spot may actually be 
considered Light to those who you are leading. 



“Remember The Spectrum of Light ~ what may be dark to one may be 

Light to another. If one is leading from a spot, they may actually be seen 

as the Light by those who follow. 

“We conclude with this thought ~ Lead With Your Spirit ~ As It Exists At 

The Moment. And be ever on the lookout for changes of the spirit. 
Changes of the spirit are a process and will continue until you return to 

The Universal Consciousness.” 

Changes of the Spirit is ongoing and means that what might have been 

considered dark today is viewed tomorrow as Light and vice versa. “The truth 
that you hold for Self,” changes. 

Question to Ponder; An exercise in Integration, Reflection And Closure: What 

have you learned about Spiritual Leadership? If someone were to say to you, “I 

only have a few minutes so tell me what you learned.” What would you say? 

And, remember to Focus on Lightheartedness and the Spreading of Light! 


